
      

Interesting area, visiting Airports, Airfields, museums and various aircraft on display around these 
countries. Still working on the itinerary with our contacts and the authorities and will be adding many 

other locations as we get nearer. We fly out to start in Krakow, returning from Prague with plenty of 
low-cost options from many local departure airports. Book early to secure your flights well in advance.

.

SAT 29   We join the coach at KRAKOW in the morning and visit KRAKOW AIRPORT and the MUSEUM. We leave 
Krakow at lunchtime, with a quick stop at NOWY TARG, then continue to our overnight stop at BUDAPEST and our 
nearby hotel.

SUN 30  A quick look around BUDAPEST, then stops at  SZEGED, TIMISORARA and arrive at our hotel in CRAIOVA.

MON 31  First visit today is an  An24 in the town, followed by CRAIOVA airport. We continue to BUCHAREST - 
OTOPENI and our hotel for the next 2 nights, near the end of the runway.  

TUE 1  BUCHAREST AREA  With the AIRFORCE MUSEUM and hopefully a tour of  BANESSA.

WED 2   A quick look at the airport, then drive to CONSTANTA. We then drive to the coast with a visit to VARNA 
airport and  NAVAL MUSEUM. Our hotel is here.

THU 3  VARNA, then along the coast to  BURGAS. Now we head inland to PLOVDIV including the large MUSEUM. 
Last stop is SOFIA for 1 night. 

FRI 4  We spend the morning in SOFIA. Afterwards we stop at NIS before arriving at BELGRADE, with nearby hotel. 

SAT 5   This morning is in the BELGRADE area, including the MUSEUM. Late afternoon we drive up to VIENNA and 
our final nights hotel.

SUN 6   After a morning ramp tour of VIENNA, we drive via BRNO back to  PRAGUE where we leave the coach and 
return to the UK.  There is the option to stay one extra night, if you have an early flight departure, or wish to
some time in PRAGUE.

ROMANIA, BULGARIA, SERBIA JUL 29-6 AUG

Tour Cost: £475    Deposit: £225    Single Room: £225
Cost includes: Luxury coach transportation, 8 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

-FLY OUT AND BACK-

LOCAL DEPARTURES

UPGRADES

£90
Joining in other cities is also possible

YOU book your own flights
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